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Born in Zaria, Nigeria, Hafizah Geter is a Nigerian-American poet, writer, and editor.  She 
received her BA in English and economics from Clemson University and an MFA in poetry from 
Columbia College Chicago. Hafizah’s poetry and prose have appeared in  THE  NEW 
YORKER, TIN HOUSE, BOSTON REVIEW, LONGREADS, AND MCSWEENEY’S INDELIBLE IN 
THE HIPPOCAMPUS, among others. 
  
An editor for Little A and TOPPLE Books from Amazon Publishing, Hafizah  serves on the 
planning committee for the Brooklyn Book Festival and lives in Brooklyn, New York where she 
is working on a novel about coming to America and a full-length nonfiction project about the 
intersection of anti-blackness, climate change, language, borders, and the aftermath of American 
slavery in daily life. 

SPEAKING TOPICS 

Poetry, Creative Writing, Intersectionality, Race, Publishing

http://www.hafizahgeter.com
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/z5e7dqhc1dxavju/AAAwb1Ir0g29EcMejCWQrIUwa?dl=0
https://www.hafizahgeter.com/events
mailto:kelly@ForsythePR.com
https://twitter.com/RhetoricAndThis
https://twitter.com/RhetoricAndThis
http://www.hafizahgeter.com
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/z5e7dqhc1dxavju/AAAwb1Ir0g29EcMejCWQrIUwa?dl=0
https://www.hafizahgeter.com/events
mailto:kelly@ForsythePR.com
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H A F I Z A H  G E T E R

FORTHCOMING 
September 8, 2020

UN-AMERICAN
POEMS

Wesleyan University Press

136 pp. 7 x 9” 

$15.95 Trade Paperback, 978-0-8195-7981-2  

$35.00 Unjacketed Cloth, 978-0-8195-7980-5 

$12.99 Ebook, 978-0-8195-7982-9 

On-sale:  September 8, 2020 

PUBLICIST: Kelly Forsythe  

Forsythe PR, kelly@forsythepr.com, 412.965.4388 

WESLEYAN CONTACT: Stephanie Elliott Prieto  

(860) 685-7723 or selliott@wesleyan.edu  

Dancing between lyric and narrative, Hafizah 
Geter’s debut collection moves readers through the 
fraught internal and external landscapes—
linguistic, cultural, racial, familial—of those whose 
lives are shaped and transformed by immigration. 
The daughter of a Nigerian Muslim woman and a 
former Southern Baptist black man, Geter charts 
the history of a black family of mixed citizenships 
through poems imbued by migration, racism, 
queerness, loss, and the heartbreak of trying to feel 
at home in a country that does not recognize you. 
Through her mother’s death and her father’s 
illnesses, Geter weaves the natural world into the 
discourse of grief, human interactions, and socio-
political discord. This collection thrums with 
authenticity and heart. 

“In UN-AMERICAN, Hafizah Geter creates a new kind of portraiture. A family 
is slowly etched in relief in language both lush and exacting. This gorgeous 
debut troubles and reshapes notions of belonging against the backdrop of a 
country obsessed with its own exclusions, erasures, borders, institutions, and 
violence. Geter’s poems simmer original forms of witness and resistance.”  
            —Claudia Rankine, author of CITIZEN 

mailto:kelly@forsythepr.com
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“Unflinching and undeniable, Hafizah Geter’s Un-American shows how trust and faith fail across continents, as 
legacies of brutal loss written in blood and memory inhabit the haunted present— “together, slowly 
domesticating / our suffering.” The poems hold a narrative clarity that edges against exile’s reverberating 
consequences, and in gorgeous language deliver a trenchant understanding of which worlds one can and 
cannot inhabit, ever aware of both the power of imagination—and its limits. Un-American asks the hardest 
questions. Are we capable of escaping the devastating family choices and daily oppressions that create a 
collective acceptance of violence? Even if “we know / how dangerous someone / who wants to save you / can 
become,” can we face that danger, toss off its wrecking presence, “pull the slave / out,” root love into ourselves 
instead of lies and fear? The testimonies of the dead and the living haunt this book. Are we paying attention 
yet?”  —Khadijah Queen, author of ANODYNE 
  

“Hafizah Geter’s heart-rending poetry embodies the union between experiences. This timely and powerful book 
speaks to the struggles on two nations, and to the grace of the invincible light of black life.” —Rigoberto 
González, author of THE BOOK OF RUIN 
  

“Hafizah Geter’s Un-American reads like a high lyric conversation overheard. Poem after poem, the most 
ordinary of items—cups, cards, couches—get ratcheted up into their proper glory. In other words, Geter sees 
the world as a stage set for what she needs to tell her family but can’t, what she needs to hear from her family 
but won’t. And all of this is done with attention to what this one beautiful story says about the so-called 
American story.” —Jericho Brown, author of THE TRADITION 

“Here is the history of this country in all its blood and complication, with all its promise and betrayal. These 
poems are an accounting, a testimony, a prayer—poems meant to quiet the animal inside us. A beautiful 
book.” —Nick Flynn, author of I WILL DESTROY YOU 

  
“Hafizah Geter’s collection, Un-American, is the book I wish I had in my youth as I tried to negotiate the 
difficult terrain of identity, citizenship, self and nation. Luckily, I embrace this collection now at the beginning 
of a new decade…a book filled with hymns, anthems, testimonies in remembrance of Sandra Bland, Michael 
Brown, and Tamir Rice. It is also a book of waking dreams that travels through Nigeria, South Carolina, 
Alabama, Chicago, and Beijing as it seeks to find shelter for the restless body as seen through the eyes of a 
daughter as she is witness to the tender allegiance and wounds of family. This is a collection we should all be 
reading. All that needs to be said is said in the fertile land of this book. Hafizah Geter sings a complicated song 
of God, country, and the search for belonging. Each revelation is unbearable. Each revelation is something we 
should all bear. “ —Tina Chang, author of HYBRIDA 

“Geter’s vivid debut invokes the pain of familial dislocation, illness, and death, exacerbated by the twin plagues of 
xenophobia and racism. The marriage of Geter’s parents (a Nigerian Muslim woman and a former Southern Baptist 
black man) saw her family move from Africa to various inhospitable locations in the U.S.: “my father leans down the 
barrel of a shotgun/ house/ and looks in both directions.” “Lesson one: there’s no god/ in Alabama,” Geter writes in 
“Alabama Parable.” Many of the narratives are moving, and the mother-daughter dynamic is central to the collection: 
“In America, no one would say her name/ correctly. I watched it rust/ beneath the salt of so many.” There is joy to be 
found in Muslim prayer and the Hausa language, but every blessing has an underside: Nigeria is “the land where my 
family will ask/ why I haven’t a husband.” Racism is addressed in poems recounting the murders of Eric Garner, 
Tamir Rice, and Michael Brown, and personal compulsions offer their own dangers: “I’ve always been/ attracted to 
little/ violences.” It is this violence, captured in rich, musical language, that command such power.” 
                 —Publishers Weekly, Starred Review 

Praise for Hafizah Geter’s UN-AMERICAN



 

SELECTED DIGITAL PUBLICATIONS 

NONFICTION 

Roxane Gay's Gay Magazine 
Longreads  

McSweeney's Indelible in the Hippocampus 
The Volta 

POEMS 

92Y
The New Yorker

West Branch
Tin House 
Gulf Coast

Los Angeles Review of Books: Quarterly Journal
Boston Review

Narrative Magazine
Columbia: A Journal of Literature and Art— one, two

Please Excuse This Poem: 100 New Poems
for the Next Generation, Viking Penguin (Anthology)

The Rumpus

INTERVIEWS 

Los Angeles Review of Books 
Kirkus Reviews 

MORE INFO…

https://gay.medium.com/the-optics-of-opportunity-698ad210c2d9
https://longreads.com/2018/11/02/theater-of-forgiveness/
https://www.mcsweeneys.net/
http://www.thevolta.org/ewc47-hgeter-p1.html
https://www.92y.org/new-colossus/hafizah-geter
http://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2017/03/06/the-break-in
https://www.bucknell.edu/west-branch-wired/winter-2018/monica-sok/hafizah-geter.html
http://tinhouse.com/product/true-crime/
https://12a7496c-2e49-e583-bca8-a670b9f8dd28.filesusr.com/ugd/0de62a_98300870e111430181e56306e64508fc.pdf
https://12a7496c-2e49-e583-bca8-a670b9f8dd28.filesusr.com/ugd/0de62a_60aa863fedda4ce69c7dcce238185b3c.pdf
http://bostonreview.net/poetry/hafizah-geter-how-to-bring-your-children-to-america
http://www.narrativemagazine.com/issues/spring-2014/five-poems-hafizah-geter
http://columbiajournal.org/
https://12a7496c-2e49-e583-bca8-a670b9f8dd28.filesusr.com/ugd/0de62a_e9b4e79791d1436cac295609aea57829.pdf
https://12a7496c-2e49-e583-bca8-a670b9f8dd28.filesusr.com/ugd/0de62a_90641094400e4b87b9e1d2c2b9d1639e.pdf
http://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/313582/please-excuse-this-poem-by-brett-f-lauer/
http://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/313582/please-excuse-this-poem-by-brett-f-lauer/
https://therumpus.net/2019/04/national-poetry-month-day-18-hafizah-geter/
https://lareviewofbooks.org/interview/listening-to-the-black-national-anthem-on-repeat
https://www.kirkusreviews.com/news-and-features/articles/hafizah-geter/


EDUCATION 

Clemson University, 2006, B.A. English and Economics; 
Columbia College Chicago, 2010, M.F.A. Poetry  

AWARDS + HONORS + FELLOWSHIPS  

Bread Loaf Environmental Writers Conference, Katharine Bakeless Nason Contributor 
Award, Nonfiction (2020) 
Cave Canem Fellow 
VONA/Voices Fellow, Nonfiction 
92Y Women in Power Fellow (2018) 
Poetry Society of America Chapbook Fellowship, selected by Patrick Rosal, Finalist (2017) 
Fifth Annual Narrative Magazine Poetry Prize, Finalist (2014) 
Poetry Foundation Ruth Lilly and Dorothy Sargent Rosenberg Poetry Fellowship, 
Finalist 2014 
Blacksmith House Emerging Writer (2013) 
Amy Award from Poets & Writers (2012) 

SELECTED CONFERENCES + SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS 

Brooklyn Book Festival, Decolonized Epics: History, Fantasy, and Futurism in African 
Writing and its Diaspora, Brooklyn, NY. 2019 
AWP Portland, Now You've Got A Book Deal, Portland, OR. 2019 
AWP Tampa, A Year of Intersectional Thinking: Identity in the Classroom, Tampa, FL. 
2018 
Brooklyn Book Festival, American Landscapes, Brooklyn, NY. 2019 
PEN World Voices Festival, Art, Gender, and Social Justice, NY, NY. 2017 
PEN America’s Read the Resistance Book Club, NY, NY. 2017 
Butler University Annual Publishing Panel, Indianapolis, IN. 2017 
The Poetry Project, The 43rd Annual New Year’s Day Marathon Reading, NY, NY. 2017 
Al Jazeera English, The Stream: On the margins: Diversity in publishing, Digital. 2016 

For more information, review copy requests, or booking inquiries, please contact: 

Kelly Forsythe, Forsythe PR 
kelly@forsythepr.com | 412.965.4388

https://brooklynbookfestival.org/
http://www.awpwriter.org/
https://www.awpwriter.org/
https://brooklynbookfestival.org/
https://worldvoices.pen.org/
https://pen.org/event-series/read-resistance-pen-america-book-club/
https://www.butler.edu/mfa%22%20%5Ct%20%22_blank
https://www.2009-2019.poetryproject.org/events/43rd-annual-new-years-day-marathon-benefit-reading/
http://stream.aljazeera.com/story/201603151619-0025171
mailto:kelly@forsythepr.com

